“Now Serving” #: _________________

Rabbit Advocates Grooming/Nail Trimming Waiver
(please read carefully)

Introduction: Thank you for entrusting your rabbit’s grooming and nail trimming to a Rabbit Advocates volunteer. Every effort will
be made to handle your rabbit carefully. If your rabbit appears uncomfortable or overly stressed, we will stop the procedure. We will
not perform grooming or nail trimming on rabbits that have health issues, including infections, infestations, or injuries.
Donations Appreciated: Rabbit Advocates is a 501(c)(3) non-profit organization whose volunteers specialize in educating the public
about the care of domestic rabbits. We greatly appreciate any donation you give for trimming your rabbit’s nails. Your donation
will allow the Rabbit Advocates to continue their important work. Please just ask one of our volunteers if you need a receipt for your
tax records.
WAIVER OF LIABILITY (READ CAREFULLY BEFORE SIGNING): I understand and acknowledge that the volunteer caring for my
rabbit(s) is not a veterinarian or veterinary assistant. I will hold harmless the volunteer, Rabbit Advocates, and the hosting venue for
any injuries or illness, foreseen or unforeseen, to my rabbit or to any humans involved in the procedure, and for any health issues
that may arise in my rabbit after the procedure. To the best of my knowledge, my rabbit has no current health issues, including
infections, infestations, or injuries. Rev date: 11/19/12
Date:
PLEASE CHECKMARK desired grooming
services below. SUGGESTED DONATION
amounts listed next to each service.

Rabbit’s Name:
Rabbit’s Gender:

Male

Female Spayed/Neutered:

Yes

No

Basic Grooming Services

How Did You Learn
About Our Outreach?

Anything Else We

 Nail Trim

$5

 Light Grooming
$5
(also includes items below, if checked)
 Quick Look at Rabbit Top-to-Bottom

Should Know?

 Gender Identification

Owner’s Signature:

 Scent Gland Cleaning
Print Owner’s Name:
Phone (optional):
Address, City, State,
ZIP (if you want to be
on our mailing list):

 Mat Removal (lightly matted)
Add-On Grooming Services
 Long-Haired Rabbits
add $15
(detangling, fur trimming, de-matting)
 Poopy-Bottom Cleaning

For use by Rabbit Advocates only:
Notes:

add $10

